
 BY SEEING DR. MARY VIRTUALLY 
YOU SAVE $1,625! 

 
AND GET MORE OF HER DEDICATED 

DETOX  TRAINING!

Link to purchase:
https://naturalhealingct.kartra.com/
page/DETOX-DR-SALE 

detox doc
Become your own

Sick and tired of being sick and tired.
Ready to clear the brain fog and stress and
be able to get through the day.
Exhausted with your chronic pain.
Done with the poor digestion and bloating
that doesn’t change even if you eat “right.”
Feel like you are sensitive to everything and
are ready to get your life back!
Are willing to make the changes but just
don’t know where to start.
Wanting to take on the challenge of
becoming your own “doc” and take care of
the health of your family.
Wanting to get the results you have heard
your friends are getting with Dr. Mary’s
guidance.
Too far away to come in or too sick to wait
months for your appointment.

You are on many medications that need
medical monitoring. 
You are extremely sensitive to supplements. 
You are not interested in taking
supplements.
You are not ready to own your own
healthcare.

IS for you if you are: 

Is NOT for you if: 

Reclaim your medical  power and
independence though an 

 
8 Week LIVE Masterclass

 with Dr.  Mary 
 

Where you wi l l  learn the blueprint  for  a
successful  systemic detox 

Detox Doc 
 Masterclass

Price
Breakdown
$2,500

Online Course 
(1) Individual onboarding meeting 

(1)  Personal follow up meeting
(8) 1 hr group sessions with Dr. Mary

(8) LIVE 30 min Q & A sessions
(1) Welcome gift with your 

first set of detox supplements
 

In-house pricing: 
$650 onboarding session (1 hr) 

$125 follow-up apt (20 mins)
Note: does not include resources that will teach

you how to repeat this with your loved ones 
 

Breakdown
$625 onboarding session (1hr)

$125 follow-up appts (20 mins) 
1.5 hrs of Dr. Mary = 4 (20min) appts/wk.

4 appts at $125 x 4 = $500/wk
8 wks of session =$4,000 in appointments +

$650 = $4,650 for 8 wks of training.
 

Email questions to: 
 DetoxDoc@proton.me

Disclaimer: This is not a substitute for 1 on 1 care
with your healthcare provider.



OPTIMIZE YOUR
HEALTH AND ENERGY
Through a unique approach to healing that
creates lasting results through a scientific
approach to remove your toxins, clean out

your invaders, and restore your deficiencies… 
so you can reclaim your life and freedom.

EVER FELT LIKE...
Your brain just won’t respond the way you
need it too?
Life feels so insurmountable because you
don’t have the energy to face it?
You went to bed on time, but you are still
exhausted in the morning due to poor sleep?
Your kids only see your grumpy side because
you don’t have the energy left for them?
Your skin is always irritated, itchy, painful….
fill in the blank?
You have such weird symptoms that the
doctor thinks you are crazy when you ask your
questions?
They just want to give you more drugs, send
you to another test, or surgery?
You have so many dreams, but no energy to
follow them? 

 

BECOME YOUR OWN
DETOX DOC

Your  Remote
Team

The integrative chiropractic
physician for the one who
hasn’t found their solutions in
Western Medicine and is ready
for guidance to find their own
health independence. 

Virginia McQaude
The Registered Nurse whose passion is

to guide the suffering to experience
lasting health.  

"Learning how to properly set my body for detox was
the best long-term investment I could have made for

my health!" VM

Throughout your 8 week journey you will be supported
by these three women in various capacities 

Katerina Ferens
Functional medicine success coach for
those on their detox journey who
need support, community, and
encouragement. 

The answer starts with proper drainage and
healing your mitochondria.  

Scientific yet individualized approach to your
unique health issues.
Drainage and detox done in the right order to
minimize negative reactions.
Personalized support through the process with
one-on-one support as well as weekly Q&As
with Dr. Mary.
Discover the WHY behind each step and
supplement that you take.
Learn on you own schedule, no travel necessary,
with recorded live zoom sessions and additional
content provided.

Dr. Mary is sharing all the ins and outs of her
proven detox strategies that have helped hundreds
of people regain their hope and their health. Now
you can own this process and guide yourself and

your loved ones to health freedom. 

 COURSE DETAILS

GROWING HOPE, LOVE, AND
MEDICAL INDEPENDENCE

Dr. Mary Psaromatis

"The combination of chiropractic adjustments and nutrition
counseling drastically changed the trajectory of our

daughters life for her better. We are so greateful!"  MW

"After being misdiagnosed for 17 years, I cannot
express how amazing my quality of life feels now!" KF


